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Abstract

Many interesting problems concerning intuitionistic and intermediate propositional log-
ics (as well as other nonclassical and modal propositional logics) are related to properties of
substitutions: among them, besides unification, we have rule admissibility, characterization
of projective formulae, definability of maximum and minimum fixpoints, finite periodicity
theorems, etc. Since most of these questions can be stated in category-theoretic terms,
they are sensible to an approach via duality techniques. The available duality for finitely
presented Heyting algebras involves both sheaves (giving the appropriate geometric frame-
work) and bounded bisimulations (handling the combinatorics of definability aspects): we
show how to use such duality to attack and solve the above problems in a uniform way.
[Recent and new results come from joint work [18] with Luigi Santocanale]

Duality techniques have a long tradition in algebraic logic: given the well-known correspon-
dence between logical calculi and suitable algebraic varieties, it is possible to transfer logical
problems into the algebraic context and, inside such a context, such problems can be further
reformulated in geometric/topological terms by relying on duality theorems. Among such duali-
ties, we recall Stone spaces duality for Boolean algebras, Priestley spaces duality for distributive
lattices, Esakia spaces duality for Heyting algebras, modal spaces duality for modal algebras,
etc. (see textbooks like [8, 21, 6, 28] for relevant information).

Duality approaches are particularly suitable for questions involving substitutions, because
substitutions can bee seen as algebraic homomorphisms. Unification theory is a typical example
in this sense: unification type is a categorical invariant [1, 12] and as such it can be transposed
to dual contexts, as fruitfully exemplified for instance in [12, 15, 7] for some first cases of
locally finite varieties. Unification theory may become a powerful tool in order to analyze rule
admissibility [2, 13, 14, 9]. There are many other questions involving substitutions that are
sensible to duality techniques: we quote for instance the problem of the finite convergence to a
fixpoint for monotone formulae, see [23] for a survey. Other classical topics, like interpolation
and uniform interpolation [24], apparently do not seem to directly refer to substitutions, but
they still involve a categorical structure whose meaning clearly appears after dualization [19,
27, 26, 20].

It should be noticed however that the above problems require specific dualities for the re-
stricted subcategory of finitely presented (or of finitely generated free) algebras, rather than a
duality for the category of all algebras: in logical terms, whereas arbitrary algebras correspond
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- via the Lindenbaum-Tarski construction - to theories inside a given logic, finitely presented
algebras correspond to finitely axiomatized theories in such a logic. Duality theorems for such
restricted subcategories can be obtained basically via two techniques, namely finite step-frames
constructions [10, 11, 3, 5, 4] and bounded bisimulations [19, 29]. We shall refer to the du-
ality theorem from [19], whose main feature is that of embedding dual categories of finitely
presented algebras inside a sheaf topos: in this setting, the geometric environment shows how
to find relevant mathematical structures (products, equalizers, images,...) using their standard
definitions in sheaves and presheaves; on the other hand, the combinatorial aspects show that
such constructions are definable, thus meaningful from the logical side. In this sense our ingre-
dients of combinatorial nature (Ehrenfeucht-Fräıssé games and bounded bisimulations) replace
the topological ingredients which are common in the algebraic logic literature (working with
arbitrary algebras instead of finitely presented ones).

The plan of the talk is the following:

• we show how to exploit finite dualities in order to determine the unification type in locally
finite varieties [15];

• we recall some dualities working in non locally finite cases [19];

• we revisit unification results from [13, 14, 17] in these duality contexts;

• as a new recent application, we give a semantic proof [18] of Ruitenburg’s Theorem [25].

We recall here the statement of the latter. Let us call an infinite sequence

a1, a2, . . . , ai, . . .

ultimately periodic iff there are N and k such that for all s1, s2 ≥ N , we have that s1 ≡ s2
mod k implies as1 = as2 . If (N, k) is the smallest (in the lexicographic sense) pair for which
this happens, we say that N is an index and k a period for the ultimately periodic sequence
{ ai }i. Thus, for instance, an ultimately periodic sequence with index N and period 2 looks as
follows

a1, . . . , aN , aN+1, aN , aN+1, . . .

A typical example of an ultimately periodic sequence is the sequence of the iterations { f i }i of
an endo-function f of a finite set. Whenever infinitary data are involved, ultimate periodicity
comes often as a surprise.

Ruitenburg’s Theorem is in fact a surprising result stating the following: take a formula
A(x, y) of intuitionistic propositional calculus (IPC) (by the notation A(x, y) we mean that
the only propositional letters occurring in A are among x, y - with y being, say, the tuple

y1, . . . , yn) and consider the sequence {Ai(x, y) }i≥1 so defined:

A1 :≡ A, . . . , Ai+1 :≡ A(Ai/x, y) (1)

where the slash means substitution; then, taking equivalence classes under provable bi-
implication in (IPC), the sequence { [Ai(x, y)] }i≥1 is ultimately periodic with period 2. The
latter means that there is N such that

`IPC AN+2 ↔ AN . (2)

An interesting consequence of this result is that least (and greatest) fixpoints of monotonic
formulae are definable in (IPC) [22, 23, 16]: this is because the sequence (1) becomes increasing
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when evaluated on ⊥/x (if A is monotonic in x), so that the period is decreased to 1. Thus the
index of the sequence becomes a finite upper bound for the fixpoints approximation convergence.

Ruitenburg’s Theorem was shown in [25] via a, rather involved, purely syntactic proof.
The proof has been recently formalized inside the proof assistant coq by T. Litak (see
https://git8.cs.fau.de/redmine/projects/ruitenburg1984). Here we supply a purely se-
mantic proof, using duality and bounded bisimulation machinery (details are available in the
preprint [18]).
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